Companies that integrate creativity,
analytics and purpose are delivering
at least TWO TIMES the growth of their
peers who don’t invest in all three in
tandem.
MCKINSEY & COMPANY

CREATIVITY

+ ANALYTICS + PURPOSE =
MCKINSEY'S GROWTH
TRIPLE
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READ REPORT HERE
Many businesses have great processes around
analytics and purpose and have no clue how to instill CREATIVITY
into their teams giving a massive advantage to their competitors.
Creative activation sessions generate innovative breakthroughs
that create ideas, products and programs. Your team will understand creativity,
locate their ability and apply creativity and recognise creativity killers.

SOLUTION: CREATIVITY CLINIC

We boost the output of your employees at any level using these techniques.
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SCHEDULE YOUR INFORMATION CALL TODAY

CREATIVITY INCLUDES THE ABILITY
TO BRING NOVEL AND DISRUPTIVE
NEW IDEAS TO THE SURFACE,
WHERE THOSE IDEAS CAN BE
REFINED, TESTED, AND EITHER
SCALED OR DISCARDED.
- MCKINSEY & COMPANY

SANDY PARKER

CREATIVITY COACH
AUTHOR, SPEAKER, SPARK!

CREATIVITY
CLINIC
INCLUDES

ACTIVATION SESSIONS
UP TO 10 TEAM MEMBERS

$1000

LIMITED TIME PRICING
BETA TEST DISCOUNT
CALL OR TEXT
254-592-8067

SANDY@CREATIVEACTIVATION.COM

WHAT
PARTICIPANTS
SAY
“I didn’t know what to expect but you have to be out of
your comfort zone to learn and develop. I’m going to be
a more complete, more well-rounded person.” - CEO
“You rocked it! We’re so grateful. Everybody is on
board for our new direction and change is hard for
some people. You basically took us in to the future!” Leadership chairperson
“Deadline busting bingo! I’m all over it! And I’m putting
this in action in my team right now!” - Regional
Manager/Retail
“I forgot the power of play! Without it, you’re playing
small or not playing at all.”- Administrative Assistant to
Global Team
“It's so important for our teams to have inspirational
and invigorating times together like this!” - Culture
Manager
"I had no idea what was going to happen today … I just
knew that I trusted Sandy and I gave it to her because I
know she keeps her word. When people have high
levels of integrity, it’s so much easier and rewarding
and refreshing to let go and let them put together. It
was a great day!” - Consultant

SCHEDULE YOUR INFORMATION CALL TODAY

